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NW staff adoption journeys

NW POLICY ASSISTS
STAFF IN ADOPTION

three children.

and provide an extra week of leave

“We adopted our oldest daughter,

CAMBER HERRIG
PUBLIC RELATIONS
For 2021, Northwestern College
has been ranked fourth in the
education industry on the Best
Adoption-Friendly Workplaces.
This list is put together by the Dave
Thomas Foundation for Adoption,
a nonprofit group dedicated to
finding foster children a permanent
home.
Yale, New York University and
Baylor University were ahead of
NW, with Notre Dame claiming

Diamond, through foster care back

with the extra travel and processing

in 2016,” Kuipers said. “Then in

times that many adoptions

2017 we welcomed our daughter

require,” Kuipers said. “The extra

Ameliana into our family and in

week is also very helpful for the

2019 our son Benaiah. We have

bonding and attachment aspect of

always known that we wanted to

welcoming a new child into your

adopt, for various reasons. When

home.”

we were ready to start a family,

Right now, there are three
members of staff and faculty that
have adopted while working at NW:
Josh Kuipers, Drew Schmidt and
Heather Sas.
Kuipers serves as the director of
worship, and his family has adopted

Heather Sas works in the

we asked God if we should have

DeWitt Learning Commons as the

biological children, foster children

acquisitions and serials coordinator,

or start the adoption process. We

and she, too, found support at

truly felt that He said YES to all of

NW to help her family with the

them, that they were all his ‘first

adoption. Her family has adopted

choice,’ and to leave all options

twice, once in 2014 and again in

open.”

2016, welcoming in two boys.

When an employee begins the

fifth.

for those who are adopting, to help

“Northwestern blessed us with

adoption process, NW has key

financial reimbursement for both

policies in place with aid. Financial

of our adoptions that covered our

assistance of up to $2,000 per child

adoption agency placement fees

and an extra $1,000 is granted to a

and court costs,” Sas said. “I also

child of special needs. Parental leave

received an additional seven days of

is available for adoptive families.

paid leave with each adoption.”

“Northwestern also has a great
family leave policy for everyone

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

PHOTO BY PRATIK PAUDEL
Drew Schmidt, associate theatre professor, poses with photos of his
children. The Schmidt family adopted twins after fostering for 18 months.

Wellness Center provides student resources
MENTAL HEALTH
CARE FOCUS
HAILEY LOUW
STATISTICS
						
While the year 2020
left a somewhat bitter
taste in the mouth of many
for a plethora of reasons,
one message was made
quite clear through it all:
mental health matters. As
more cities, schools and
buildings begin to open
up, there are a variety of
feelings that people are
experiencing.
As college students, this
can be a lot to handle on
top of the tumultuous
season of life these four
years present. Luckily,
Northwestern
students
are not alone during
these hard times. The
Wellness Center, located
in the Rowenhorst Student

INSIDE

Center right across from
the Hub, offers a variety of
mental health services to
full-time students at NW.
“We seek to support
the student body in
overcoming
problems
and increasing mental
health,” said Dr. Sally
Oakes Edman, Director
of Counseling at the
Wellness Center. “We want
to promote relational,
spiritual and academic
success, to maximize each
student’s functioning in
order to enable them to
take full advantage of their
NWC education, connect
knowledge and experience,
flourish socially and be
well poised to respond to
God’s call.”
Established in 2000,
the
Wellness
Center
has experienced much
change
and
adapted
to what the needs of

students are at the time,
but their central mission
has stayed the same:
helping students succeed
at
finding
wholeness
in all areas of life. In
years past, the Wellness
Center has offered both
mental
and
physical
health services, but since
the implementation of
Orange City Area Health
System’s walk-in clinic,
located next to Holland
Plaza Movie Theater,
the Wellness Center has
shifted
their
services
strictly to mental health
counseling.
However,
students are more than
welcome to walk in at any
time and use the massage
chair, free of charge.
The Wellness Center
is currently staffed with
three licensed mental
health counselors, who
are aided by Suzanne

PHOTO BY PRATIK PAUDEL
Suzanne Haverdink began working as an administrative assistant at the Wellness Center this
acadmic year.

Haverdink
as
an
administrative assistant.
On top of adjusting
their in-person services
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provided
since
the
onset of the COVID-19
Pandemic, the Wellness
Center has learned how

to use teletherapy to their
advantage during these
variable times.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 5
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The ginger strikes again with new album “=”
MOST PERSONAL
ALBUM YET
GRACE HARRE
SOCIAL WORK

His new album “=” is the
fourth full album release for
Ed Sheeran. It is by far the
most raw and personal album
Sheeran has produced. The
singer-songwriter wrote most
of his songs, collaborating with
his brother Matthew Sheeran,
Sam Roman and Amy Wadge
on a few songs as well.
The entire album is Sheeran
expressing his love for his
family and fans. The songs
showcased were written from
2017 up until the day of the
release, October 29. Similar to
his other albums, “=” is filled
with different styles of music
such as sounds from the 50s,
80s and more contemporary
pop-rock as of late, all to
trample set expectations.
The album was created with
great care and intentionality.
Upon his interview with
Apple, Sheeran revealed that
he wants listeners to play
the album at least once in
numerical order, starting at
“Tides” ending at “Be Right
Now.” The singer does not
reveal why, but this indicated

that he purposefully laid out
his songs in a way in which
he felt his audience would
gain the most out of it. This
would make sense because the
themes present are detailed to
be very important to Sheeran.
A lot has changed for
Sheeran since his last album
release back in 2019. The
singer has aged, now a
mere thirty-year-old and is
a husband and a father to
a little girl. The first song,
“Tides” gives a recap of all
that has happened in his life,
similar to another song of his,
titled “Eraser” from his older
album, “÷."
Likewise, Sheeran recently
lost a close friend back
in March. Sheeran wrote
“Visiting Hours” in this album
for this friend, explaining that
he missed him and wished
he could tell him about
everything he is missing. As
the album progresses, there are
other notable songs too.
Defying expectations and
innovating sounds are not
a new concept for Sheeran
either. In the album, there
are a myriad of different
familiar sounds, but they
have a twist. For example,
“Sandman” was written as a
lullaby for his baby daughter.

In the background, there is an
upbeat track, making it sound
not like a typical lullaby. But
the sway effect and lighthearted words conveys the
love and tenderness he has
towards his daughter.
“Leave Your Life” opens
with a sound that resembles
a chain chugging down the
tracks. The song depicts
one aspect of Sheeran’s job
of having to travel and that
matches the action of a vehicle
people use to travel.
Sheeran’s sound and
capability to tell stories have
reached a new level through
this album. Songs such as
“Collide,” “Visiting Hours,”
“Tides” and “Overpass
Graffiti” depict images that
engage the imagination to
create its own interpretation.
Specifically, the way “Tides”
was constructed, it gives an
effect of the rapid, yet still
movement of a tide.
Moreover, Sheeran has
always had an iconic and
recognizable voice, though it
does not cut through as much
in this album. In songs like
“Shivers,” “Overpass Graffiti”
and “The Joker and The
Queen,” his unique tone is still
present but less recognizable.
As
listeners
progress

COURTESY OF EDSHEERAN.COM

through the album, they
are taken on an emotional
rollercoaster. From getting
a glimpse of hope, to the
aftermath of a long past
breakup, a sad ballad, to
dancing in the club, mourning
the loss of a friend and a
lullaby. This in some ways can
resemble the craziness of life. If
listeners start at the beginning
of the album like Sheeran asks,

“Tides” is presented with a
wall of sound describing the
present. Then the listener
is taken through different
experiences and feelings,
ending at the “Be Right Now”
reminding them to be present
and not miss a thing.
The newest addition to his
repertoire, Ed Sheeran released
his fourteen song album titled
“=.” This emotionally charged

set gives listeners a glance into
his emotions, experiences
and life. The struggles of
being a new father, a husband
and an artist is at the center
of this album in a way that
brings new depth into the
songs. Sheeran both appeals
to the heart and the mind
throughout the entire album.

Dune: beyond what was always thought possible
MOVIE REVIEW

BIG CAST
BALANCED WELL
MISAEL BRUZZONE
ECONOMICS

Denis Villeneuve directs
the newest adaptation of
“Dune” to great success.
Based on Frank Herbert’s
classic book of the same
name, “Dune” tells the story
of the son of a noble family
tasked with maintaining
the universe’s most precious
resource in the desert planet
of Arrakis – also known as
Dune.
Perhaps
the
most
excelling quality of the
film is its cinematography.
Every single shot of the
movie is mesmerizing and
beautiful. Cinematographer,
Greig Fraser, presents his
most thrilling work with
the camera yet, delivering
unforgettable shots and
sequences that manage
to capture the scope and
beauty of the world of Dune.
Fraser, known for movies
like “Rogue One” and “Zero
Dark Thirty”, provides the
dune world of Arrakis with
life and magnitude. The film
is justified by its visuals alone.

However, “Dune” has a lot
more to offer.
Timothée Chalamet shines
on screen as Paul Atreides,
offering a complex and at
times, nuanced performance
that draws audiences in.
Rebecca Fergusson and
Oscar Isaac are also on
par with Chalamet as the
Duke and Lady Jessica.
With supporting roles,
Dave Bautista, Josh Brolin
and Jason Mamoa ensure
that “Dune” has enough
memorable characters in its
roster.
Full with big names and
Hollywood stars, “Dune”
might struggle to balance
its huge cast of characters.
However, the plot does
not suffer from this wide
variety. On the contrary,
the big names behind some
characters add even more
strength to characters with
relatively smaller parts,
solidifying their time on
screen as brilliant.
Given the grand scope of
the original source material,
Villeneuve’s decision to split
the film into two parts is a
welcome one. This allows the
film to take its time to develop
characters and relations while
also world building in a

natural way that isn’t forced
or sped up like in previous
iterations of “Dune”. Because
of this, “Dune” might come
across as slow at times to
some viewers. However, even
the slower moments of the
film are radiant with powerful
imagery and a strong score
that leads the audience to
a point of reflection and
contemplation mid-movie.
Villeneuve
achieves
here what many thought
impossible and captures the
essence and scope of the book
perfectly. The more abstract
ideas and notions of the book
are translated and captured
in a way that only works
through “Dune’s” more
impressionistic moments. At
times, such moments might
come across as confusing
or opaque to audience
members not familiar with
the book. This, however, does
not detract from the film as
the whole of the story can
still be appreciated. It only
adds another layer for those
who have spent time with
the original novel. Overall,
both themes and ideas come
alive in the movie to different
degrees depending on the
familiarity with the source
material of the viewer. One

thing is for sure, part one of
“Dune”sets up a great deal for
the second part to resolve.
The movie is also bolstered
by Hans Zimmer’s genius
score. This generation’s John
Williams, Zimmer delivers
a soundtrack that channels
all the elements of the film.
Both action scenes and more
solemn sequences seem
magisterial and grandiose
thanks to the wonderful
score. His score encases the
magnitude of the desert and
the things hidden within it.
“Dune” is not only a
success; it is an achievement
in filmmaking courtesy of
Villeneuve’s genius behind
the camera. Having directed
movies like “Arrival” and
“Blade
Runner
2049”,
Villeneuve has proven again
and again that his vision
pushes the limit of what
audiences thought possible.
With an incredibly strong
cast to bear the weight of
the extensive plot, “Dune”
manages to stand alone
even as a first part of a larger
story. “Dune” is a visual
achievement in filmmaking,
the action sequences and
characters add up to a mustsee science fiction film.

COURTESY OF THE MOVIE DATABASE
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Little Shop rocks out the Proscenium stage
ROMANCE AND A
MAN-EATING PLANT
JACKSON PAGANINI
ACUARIAL SCIENCE
This fall, the Northwestern
Theatre department will be
producing the horror black
comedy musical, “Little Shop
of Horrors.” Some might recall
the 1986 film musical directed
by Frank Oz, or the less popular
1960s film. In all versions, an
impoverished,
disesteemed
florist associate discovers a new
genus of plant life which turns
his life around at a grievous cost.
This musical production will be
NW’s second time bringing forth
this story.
NW
Alumni,
Megan
Weidner, will be directing “Little
Shop of Horrors.”
“It was definitely strange to
be back in the theater at first,”
Weidner said, “but it feels like
coming home. As a student, I
spent a lot of my time in the
theater and loved working on
all the shows. Ultimately it
has been lovely working with
NWC students again, and the
department still has an amazingly

strong community of support
that is incredibly welcoming.”
NW develops a musical
every other year, with the last
musical being “Bright Star.”
With musicals, there are unique
challenges that arise.
Sierra Tumbleson, the stage
manager for “Little Shop of
Horrors”, expressed her joy in
the rehearsal process. “These past
two weeks (tech week and then
opening weekend) have been my
favorite part. It has been the most
stress I have experienced working
on a show at college so far, but it
has been the most rewarding,”
said Tumbleson. “Our designers
are outstanding for this show,
and I cry every single night when
I watch it from the booth because
of how beautiful it is and how
proud I am of my friends.”
Jett Skrien, light designer,
experienced some challenges as
well. “I was challenged in those
new design elements to ensure
they would work perfectly
and create the right vision,”
Skrien said. “It was difficult to
implement something brand
new, but I’m extremely proud
of the look that was created and
how well it integrates with the
show.” For some students, this is

their first production at NW.
“My first show on campus
has been a lot more rigorous
than what I ever thought it
would be,” stated freshman
Jack MacGregor. “It takes an
abundance of passion to have
multiple long rehearsals while
also attempting to keep up on
homework. It’s been exhausting,
but the entire process helped me
remember why I love theatre
and want to keep pursuing it.
It’s also been fun getting to
work with and learn from such
talented upperclassmen!”
For other students, this show
will be their last.
Grace Spencer reminisced
about her time at NW, “The
shows I’ve done throughout
college these past five years
have been, truly, quite large,
significant parts of my life. It
is both sad and rewarding to
know that this show and this
role – one that has become very
dear to me – will be my last here
at Northwestern. It forces me to
look forward and think about
how I want to perform to be a
part of my life after graduation,
which gives me lots of excitement
and expectancy for the future.”
“Little Shop of Horrors” is a

PHOTO BY LYDIA RAKOW
Gideon Fynaardt and Grace Spencer on the set of “Little Shop of Horrors.”

double-casted show. These casts
are colloquially named Jack Parr
and Hedy Lamarr. You can catch
the Jack Parr cast on Saturday,
November 6 at 2 p.m., and the
Hedy Lamarr cast on the same

day at 7:30 p.m.
Tickets are on sale at nwciowa.
edu/tickets.
“Anyone coming to see the
show needs to look forward to
the simple fun of the show,” said

MacGregor. “A man-eating plant,
romance, a psychotic dentist and
rockin’ music? Who wouldn’t
want to see that! It should be a
time to relax and experience an
out-of-this-world story.”

Join the celebration led by the Symphonic Band
FROM THE CORN PALACE
TO HYMNS
ISAIAH LEE
POLITICAL SCIENCE
Get ready to head to Christ Chapel and cheer
on the Symphonic Band, because they have
something to celebrate.
On Friday, Nov. 5 at 7:30 p.m., the Symphonic
Band will perform a concert centered on the theme
of celebration. Every single piece they will play was
included for various reasons all surrounding this theme.
One song was written for a festival celebrating the
opening of the world’s-only Corn Palace in Mitchell,
South Dakota. It was chosen due to the palace’s 100th
anniversary of opening this year. Another song will take
on the Christian perspective of celebration and will praise
the Lord through the playing of music. Though there will
be a wide variety of songs, the idea of celebration will be
prominently featured throughout the evening.
Several Northwestern students will be featured
throughout the concert. Senior music education major
Michael Hornback has a particularly unique role. He has
been taking conducting lessons from Dr. Angela Holt
this semester and will get the opportunity to showcase
his skills as he conducts the band in playing Ralph
Vaughn Williams’ “English Folk Song Suite.” In addition
to conducting, Hornback also has a performance feature.
A winner of the Ritsema scholarship competition last
spring, Hornback was selected from his peers to play
“Sonata for Alto Saxophone” by Robert Muczynski
with the band accompanying him. A portion of this was

played at the showcase concert earlier this year, but the
entire piece will be performed on Nov. 5.
Hornback said regarding the concert, “I am very
excited to share the band’s hard work and invite the
audience into the music. I hope everyone who attends is
impacted by at least one moment of the music.”
One of the closing songs is a medley from “Fiddler
on the Roof”, a musical that is celebrating its 50th
anniversary this year. Senior Ashley Van Ravenswaay
said that it is a lively piece and a lot of fun to play. When
asked about what she is looking forward to about the
concert, she said, “It will be so much fun to see how
far we have come already and hear all of the hard work
paying off.”
Van Ravenswaay is also excited for the powerful
moments that will be displayed in the song “No Shadow
of Turning,” a rendition of the well-known hymn
“Great is Thy Faithfulness.” Senior Abby Van Pearsum
is passionate about this song. She said, “This song is so
powerful as it displays the crucifixion and resurrection of
Christ through sounds and instruments that are played.”
The theme of celebration will be hard to miss, as
the band celebrates Christ conquering death and
God’s faithfulness to his people through a beautiful
brass fanfare.
This year, the band has previously performed in
a showcase concert with the Orchestra, Jazz Band, A
cappella Choir, Women’s Choir and Heritage Singers
on Oct. 2. However, this is the first concert of three
concerts the Symphonic Banvvd has to itself, with their
next concert not happening until Feb. 2022. Students
should take every opportunity to celebrate the hard
work of their peers by attending the Symphonic Band
concert on Nov. 5.

COURTESY OF AMELIA HOLT
Michael Hornback, senior music major practicing conducting during rehearsal.
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Education dept. welcomes Vasher
DEDICATED AND
RELATIONAL PROF
CLARA PAHL

PSYCHOLOGY
Northwestern
College
welcomes Heidi Vasher
as a new instructor in the
education
department.
Vasher graduated from
Dakota Wesleyan University
with a bachelor’s degree
in elementary education,
special
education
and
later a principal K-12
certification, later earning
her master’s degree in
curriculum and instruction.
She
also
completed
a
Special
Education
Consultant certification at
Morningside College.
Vasher was raised in
Wanamingo,
Minnesota
on an acreage in a small
farming town where she
developed an untiring work
ethic by helping her father
with chores and babysitting
her nieces and nephews.
In
school,
Vasher
was involved in many
extracurricular activities,
including sports, band,
choir and singing at church
events, which prepared her
for a versatile career in
education. Her coaches and
band instructor inspired
her to become a teacher.
Although
her
loving
parents,
a
small-town
upbringing and her passion

for learning gave Vasher the
foundation she needed to
excel in education, nothing
could have fully prepared
her for the challenges she
would face as a teacher.
Thankfully, her steadfast
spirit and devotion to
Christ has guided her and
given her peace.
“My faith in the Lord
[grounds me], whether it’s
listening to Christian music
or reading devotions. I also
lean into my family— my
granddaughter,
husband
and daughters,” Vasher said.
This faith brought her
to NW. After working
as a learning, leadership
and
special
education
consultant at the Spencer,
Iowa Prairie Lakes Area
Education Agency, and as
an adjunct instructor at
Buena Vista University,
Vasher found herself drawn
toward NW.
“God had a journey
planned that led me to
NW. When teaching future
teachers in the past, I
have always had a desire
to share the connection of
faith and education. They
are entwined in the most
beautiful way,” Vasher said.
As a parent of a
NW
graduate,
Vasher
developed an early love
and admiration for NW’s
community by interacting
with staff, faculty and the
athletic department.
The respect is mutual.

Assistant Professor of
Education and English Dr.
Chris Nonhof looks forward
to not only working with
Vasher but also learning
from her own servantleadership skills.
“Considering
that
I
became a teacher in large
part because I wanted to
stay a student, I love having
another office neighbor
that can teach me things
about education that I don’t
know,” Nonhof said.
Dr. Nonhof appreciates
and recognizes Vasher’s
work ethic as an integral
part of the servant-leader
model of leadership within
the education department.
“She’s
dedicated
and
relational,” Nonhof said.
“She puts in long hours.”
Likewise, Vasher has
noticed the passion and
dedication of the other
education
department
professors has spread to NW
students. She interacts with
students while teaching
courses like survey of the
exceptional
individual,
methods and strategies
for learners with mild and
moderate disabilities and
human relations.
“The education students
at NW are a joy to teach
every day!” Vasher said.
“Their insight, servant
hearts and energy to learn is
truly unique! The education
professors
exemplify
teamwork, dedication to

The Schmidt’s family
adoption started as foster
parents to a set of twins
who were 11-months old.
Soon, Schmidt realized
that the case would end in
the termination of parental
rights. The twins were
fostered for 18 months
before the adoption process
started. In those 18 months,
the twins visited their
biological
mother
and
siblings often.
“It’s hard and confusing,”
Schmidt said. “We get
questions like, ‘Mom, when
do we get to see mom
again?’ People often say that
kids are resilient; I say they
shouldn’t have to be.”
However, there is a
tension in adoptions, too.
“It’s really important to
remember that there are
people on the other end;
brothers, sisters, mothers,
fathers,” Schmidt said. “A

glorious celebration for
our family is a deep time of
mourning for another.”
Adoption runs deeper
than simply the process.
“Adoption really is at the
very core of our family,”
Kuipers said. “We not
only have three adopted
children, we have their
birth families that we also
consider family now. We
have beautiful birth moms
who we talk to and visit
and hope we can love and
support in whatever way
possible. We have our kids’
birth siblings to help them
form relationships with.”
For Schmidt, adoption
is one way to live out the
Gospel.
“I’ve learned the most
about the Gospel through
times of deep pain and deep
love, through marriage,
divorce, death and new life.
But this journey probably

PHOTO COURTESY OF NW MARCOMM
Prior to NW, Vasher worked with the Area Education Agency and Buena Vista University.

their craft, and Christ.”
Vasher is eager to inspire
both faculty and students
to have faith in God’s plan,
by sharing “the skills and
strategies that will equip
them to excel as future
teachers and servant leaders

for Christ.”
From her small-town
community values and
faith in Christ, to her
previous educational and
leadership roles, Vasher is
committed to connecting
faith and education for

the betterment of the
education department.
She looks forward to
“humbly
serving
the
students and community of
NW with acts of service for
others, sharing, listening,
and humility.”

Adoption impacts NW employees
FROM PAGE 1
“We’ve had several foster
care placements and each
time the faculty and staff
surrounding my family
have let us drop off the
face of the earth for a few
days as we re-assemble
our family,” Schmidt said.
“They love us fully and
help pick up the pieces. The
adoption itself wasn’t filled
with turmoil or trouble, so
we didn’t need much help
at that time. But of the few
people that showed up in
the court room that day,
there sat my friend and
colleague Karen Barker.”
Sas also received support
from her colleagues during
the adoption process.
“My colleagues at DeWitt
Library provided emotional
support and encouragement
throughout each adoption
process,” Sas said.

PHOTO SUBMITTED
The Sas family has gone through two adoptions and now have two sons.

surpasses them all,” Schmidt
said. “Our hope is that our
journey teaches all of our
children what it means to

be present to our neighbor,
to have empathy for trauma,
to be deeply understanding
and forgiving, to be patient

and kind, and to love
from the overflowing and
outpouring love of Christ.”
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Student firefighter opportunity
OCFD OFFERS UNIQUE
LEARNING CHANCE
WILLIAM MINNICK
PUBLIC RELATIONS

Many residents of Stegenga Hall
know the dreaded sounds of the fire
alarm startling them awake in the early
hours of the morning. At that same
time, a firefighter is also being awoken
as they make their way to the Orange
City Fire Station and onto a truck
headed towards the dorm.
Throughout the years, men and
women of this community have
served others by becoming firefighters.
This has even included multiple
Northwestern students who are
provided a unique opportunity to
become firefighters through the OCFD
Student Firefighter Program.
“This program is for men and
women who want to get involved
and make a difference by helping
our community,” said Assistant Fire
Chief Dan Roghair. “Firefighting
is not for everyone, but it requires
ordinary people to see and desire to
overcome challenges.”
Through this program, students
would receive training in firefighting
skills and procedures while being
provided experience by going on fire
calls with the department.

Starting in 2001, the student
firefighter program has trained 49
local students. The first NW students
enter the program in 2004.
Since then, 13 students have
completed the course, with five of
them going on to become professional
firefighters and making it a full-time
career. One of those students was
Ryan Cougill, a 2020 graduate who has
spent his years after graduation as a
professional firefighter.
Cougill heard about the program
through a former teammate on the
Raider football team.
While a student firefighter, Cougill
was able to complete his basic training
to be a first-level firefighter while he
learned many new skills on fire calls
and real-life experiences.
Cougill recalls how his training at
NW paired well with the experience
offered by the OCFD through
transferable life skills.
“I think NW and the department
helped me become a dependable
employee in the aspects of work ethic,
integrity, and how to treat people,”
Cougill said.
His training both at NW and at
OCFD beneficially impacted him in
his life outside of college.
Roghair supports the notion that
this program won’t only provide
experience in the field of firefighting,

PHOTO BY JADEYN VELTKAMP
The new fire station was built in 2017 to improve safety and efficiency.

but also benefit an individual
throughout life.
“Our current members of the fire
department are involved in many
professions, but they share a desire to
serve the community. This program
is an opportunity to serve others,
and through it, all will benefit,”
Roghair said.
Being a student and an active servant
in the community can be a lot of work,
and OCFD understands that. This
program is designed to allow flexibility
with academics while still encouraging

Wellness Center at NW
FROM PAGE 1
“I thought I would really
hate teletherapy but was
surprised to find it quite
personal and functional,”
said Edman. “While our
waiting room was awfully
quiet, overall we were very
busy and felt like we were
able to continue to do our
work well, just in a slightly
new way.”
These virtual services are
still available to students
if they prefer to receive
therapy in this mode as
opposed
to
in-person.
Edman also said that
while many students aren’t
facing issues directly from

COVID-related incidents,
there is still a lot of anxiety,
depression
and
social
discomfort that have risen
out of disruptions caused by
the pandemic.
“I think the pandemic has
made people more aware
about the importance of
mental health and the need
for taking care of it. It’s
definitely talked more about
in the news and on social
media,” said Haverdink.
The
Wellness
Center
holds itself to a high
standard when it comes to
patient privacy and wants
students to know that the
office is a safe space for
anyone who walks in. The

environment is warm and
welcoming, fully devoted
to the flourishing of every
student on campus.
“What I enjoy most
about working here is the
opportunity to get to know
so many students, to hear
their goals and dreams as
well as areas of hurt and to
play a part in their healing
and growth,” said Edman.
“I love discovering the
individual story of each
student’s life and walking
alongside them. I learn so
much from the students I
work with and am privileged
to be able to witness God’s
healing work in their lives.”

PHOTO BY PRATIK PAUDEL
The massage chair is available for free to all students.

commitment to the program.
Required
commitments
are
meetings in the evenings of every
second and fourth Monday of the
month, and the OCFD encourages
participation in as many of the
activities as possible to gain full benefit
out of the opportunities given.
“It’s a great opportunity that most
college students do not have the chance
to participate in,” Cougill said. “I also
loved getting to interact with people in
the community that I met through the
fire department.”

Next time the fire alarms go off in
Steg at a bothersome time and you
hustle outside as the men and women
of the OCFD head into the dorm, take
a look around. You might just see a
fellow Raider, geared up and ready to
ensure the safety of those on campus.
For further information, visit the
OCFD website, www.orangecityfire.
com, or interested students are
welcome to visit the fire station on
Saturday mornings from 9:30 to 11
a.m.

OPINIONS 6
The Christian case for geese
HOT
TAKES!

(As voiced by you, the students)

Which is better?
Spotify, Apple
Music, or Pandora?
Why?
“Spotify. You can get Spotify
and Hulu for 5 dollars as a
student.”

“Apple Music because you
can listen to what you want.
Spotify you have to shuffle
and there are so many ads.
Pandora you don’t get to
choose what you want to
listen to.”

“Spotify because of Spotify
Wrapped at the end of the
year. That’s it.”

“Spotify, daily mixes, plus
podcasts cannot be beat”

Alex Nonhof
History

The extraordinary Canadian beast
that we know as the goose has been
attacked. Canada, as we all know, should
absorb the United States, and geese, as a
representative of such a country, should
be held in high regard. However, the
argument of Canada versus the United
States is one for another day. Today, I
am here to argue that geese, although
frightful in some circumstances, are still a
wonderful creature that Christians should
respect.
When God created the earth, he deemed
all that was within it good. Geese are not
only creatures of the sky, but creatures
of the water as well. So when Genesis
1:21 (NIV) says, “God created the great
creatures of the sea and every living
thing with which the water teems and
that moves about in it, according to their

“Spotify! It makes you
specialized playlists tailored
to your style of music.”

The opinions expressed in these polls
respresent student preference and is no
way intented to indicate superior qualities
of one choice over another or endorse
certain stereotypes

should live that out.
Robert Kruschwitz, a philosophy
professor at Baylor University, wrote an
article title The Wild Goose, in which he
stated: “The wild goose, in addition to the
dove, is a Celtic Christian symbol for the
Holy Spirit. Sometimes God’s Spirit hovers
comfortingly like a dove. But the Spirit also
surprises us and disturbs our plans. Like
a wild and unpredictable goose, the Holy
Spirit sweeps in unexpected, astonishing
directions.” Although geese are not the
Holy Spirit themselves, we should still
respect the lesson that we can learn from
them about the tendencies of the Spirit.
Something may not be in our plans, but
just as geese hissing and running at us, we
must choose to be moved by the Spirit or
do nothing and face the consequences.
Humans may have been the crowning
feature of God’s creation, but geese must
have truly been a close second. As living
representations of what Christian bonds
should look like and the movement of
the Holy Spirit, this majestic bird truly is
a role model. Now I am not saying Jesus
is a goose, but if Buzzfeed quizzes were
around when Christ was on earth, I have a
sneaking suspicion that a goose would be
His spirit fowl.

Northwestern top 10
Jakob VanDerWerff
Political Science

Hello freshman, transfers and
returners who have not gotten out of
their room much. I am here to give you
the ultimate NW top 10 list.

“Spotify! Easiest to navigate
and you can make your own
playlists!”

kinds, and every winged bird according to
its kind,” the goose was on the top of God’s
mind.
Geese form a V shape when flying, and
V in the Roman numeral system means
five, which is representative of the first
five books of the Bible, the Pentateuch.
Not only did God highly exalt geese
during their creation by making them
both land and sea birds, but geese worship
God and his word as well, through their
flight patterns.
Solomon, who, may I remind you, was
blessed with wisdom by God in, stated in
Ecclesiastes 4:9-12: “Two are better than
one, because they have a good reward for
their labor. For if they fall, one will lift
up his companion. But woe to him who
is alone when he falls, for he has no one
to help him up. Again, if two lie down
together, they will keep warm; but how
can one be warm alone? Though one
may be overpowered by another, two can
withstand him. And a threefold cord is not
quickly broken.” The V formation allows
geese to fly together more strongly and
efficiently by using the uplift from the flap
of the previous bird’s wings. Christians
are called to be more geese-like and ‘fly’
together throughout life. Jesus established
a church for a reason, so we, like geese,

10. The Yoga Studio Plaza Dealio
by the Science Building - I just
wanted to touch on this because it is a
controversial topic. Why did we build
it? Who knows. Does anyone use it?
Not really, no. Does it look fine? Sure.
9. Mark DeYounge - I mean, who
doesn’t love the guy! He’s 6’6, built
like a Greek god, smiles a lot, has nice
hair, good style, is very personable and
reads us the Bible. He has a tendency
to be corny every once and a while and
refuses to let us out of chapel a single
minute early, but all in all, a good dude.
8. Memes - Whether it is calling
ourselves the Red Riders, mentioning
that you can buy 60 tacos for 100

$

dollars, Brian Vanden Berg and Black
V beef, joking about ring by spring or
making fun of chapel, the inside jokes
will allow us to forever make fun of
NW.
7. Not Winter - NW honestly has a
beautiful campus. The travesty is that
for 90 percent of the time we are on
campus, everything is covered in snow
and ice. Needless to say, I am just trying
to tell you to enjoy the non-snowy NW.
Ready yourself for the upcoming -26
degree mornings.
6. Professors - My dad made me put
this in here. You are welcome, Professor
VanDerWerff.
5. Mark DeYounge - Name so nice you
have to say it twice! I mean, have you
seen this guy in a short-sleeve shirt?
Welcome to the gun show, baby! And
yeah, the Bible and chapel and all that.
Did you know he has a cute dog too?
4. Colenbrander Hall - Yeah, yeah,
yeah. I am sure other resident halls
have good dorm life, too. But I think we
all know that Coly is by far the greatest
dorm on campus. All you need to do is
get your doctor to sign a form stating
you have some health condition that
requires an air conditioner.
4. The Caf - UNPOPULAR OPINION
ALERT: I love the caf (except for
weekends). Maybe COVID-caf just
made me more thankful for what I
missed. The sandwich line is to die

Get wealthy
off your words...

...With the new
Beacon pay scale

Write 1-4 stories = $10 each | 5-8 stories = $15 each | 9+ stories = $20 each

$

for. Stacy is the best chef in America.
I can have Taco Tuesday every week.
Fried eggs every morning. The variety
is vastly superior to high school lunch.
I am just saying, things could be much
worse. I am just going to keep happily
eating my turkey sandwich and rice.
3. Sports - Raiders row! NW has
top-notch sports programs all around!
Football has an exciting game against
Morningside this weekend. Volleyball
is killing it once again. Both soccer
teams have had exhilarating wins. Cross
Country is making running look good.
And on top of that all, winter sports are
entering the beginning of their season.
Let’s do what we can to get Dr. Micah
Parker to smile.
2. LOVE IN THE AIR - NW is one
of the best mating grounds in America.
Every year, hundreds of students come
together and find love. What more can
you ask from a small, private, Christian
college than to match-make a bunch of
20-year-old kids?!
1. PGC - The GOAT - PGC has made
NW great. I don’t know what else could
possibly be number one on this list.
Seeing him from across campus is like
winning the lottery. Sitting within his
vicinity at lunch makes you feel like a
champion. A true leader. PGC is what
makes Raiders Stand Out.

Editor’s Note
The opinions published both in print and online
are the opinions of the authors only. Beacon
staff members do not necessarily support the
opinions expressed in this section. Research and
editing (other than formatting) of articles is the
responsibility of the authors rather than the editors.
Respectfully,
the Beacon staff
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Men’s and women’s basketball season begins

STARTING OFF BOTH
SEASONS STRONG
TREY HARMS
SPANISH
Men’s and women’s basketball
kicked off their seasons in the
newly renovated Bultman Center
this past weekend, and both were
victorious. The women’s team
thumped Tabor College and

the men’s team picked up two
victories in two days (Valley City
State University and Mayville
State). It was a weekend that saw
many new faces for both teams
as well, both on the court and
patrolling the sidelines.
The women’s basketball team
began the weekend with what
was anticipated to be a tight
matchup against a veteran squad
from Tabor. Tabor struggled
to score early on however,

managing just eight points in

careers in Orange City.

accomplished

player

under

the first quarter, and the Raiders

The men wasted no time

Coach Korver from 2014-18,

never relinquished their lead as

in starting their season off

who now returns as an assistant

they played their way to a 77-44

strong, pouring in 49 first

coach.

win to start the year.

half points against VCSU on

Saturday’s game was more of

“We are all very excited to

their way to a commanding

a back-and-forth battle that saw

compete this season!” noted

85-65 victory. Returning first-

several runs from both teams,

junior

team

players

but Mayville State’s final push

Nerem. “I feel that we have

post

player

Hannah

Trent Hilbrands and Alex Van

all-conference

proved to be too little, too late, as

a strong core of teammates

Kalsbeek led the way with 17 and

Northwestern iced the game with

returning as well as an ambitious

26 points, respectively.

free throws down the stretch

group of freshmen that bring

“I thought we competed

to cap a 90-83 win. Redshirt

lots of talent. The adjustment to

and brought great energy for

sophomore Matt Onken, made

a new coaching staff has been

our first games” shared senior

his presence felt on the varsity

positive and exciting, and we

guard, Noah Slagter. “It was

scene, putting up a career-high

are thrilled to continue chasing

really fun to be back on the court

22 points in just his second

excellence this season.”

this past weekend with all my

varsity start, good for second on

It was the first game for both

teammates. I’m looking forward

the team in scoring following

head coach Kristin Rotert and

to competing with all of them

Alex Van Kalsbeek.

assistant coach Macy Miller.

and defending our throne on top

Both coaches were stand-out

of the GPAC.”

athletes themselves at South

Friday

“I am looking forward to
bonding

also

marked

more

throughout

the

the season with the team and

Dakota State University and are

return to Raider basketball for

figuring out all the ups and

now beginning their coaching

Colton Kooima ’18, a highly

downs together” said Onken.

PHOTO COURTESY OF NW ATHLETICS
Both NW basketball teams celebrate their first victories of the
season.

Raiders football top Defenders in Sioux County match-up
WIN STREAK
CONTINUES
BREANNA CARR
YOUTH MINISTRY

Northwestern and Dordt faced each
other in the Sioux County football matchup. For the 14th year in a row, the Raiders
defeated the Defenders 63-28, with the
Raiders scoring more than 50 points for
the fifth game this season.
The Raider offense was on fire
during the game, garnering 528 total
offensive yards. The game opened with
NW running the ball 75 yards toward
the endzone. A 12-play drive ended
with a 14-yard touchdown pass from
senior Tyson Kooima to junior Konner
McQuillan, putting the Raiders up 6-0
over the Defenders. Sophomore Eli
Stader’s PAT kick was good, bringing the
score up 7-0.
Raider defense was also strong

against the Defenders. During Dordt’s
second play of the game, sophomore
Jalyn Gramstad got the first of many
Raider interceptions on the Defenders
quarterback, Tyler Reynolds. This
marked nine straight games where
the Raiders got an interception. Not
even four minutes after the first
touchdown, Kooima made a successful
pass to junior Blake Anderson to gain a
22-yard touchdown. After the PAT kick
by Stader, the score was 14-0. Dordt was
finally able to get on the board with only
27 seconds left in the first quarter. At the
end of the first quarter, the score was 14-7.
The second quarter saw some of
the same action as the first quarter
with only three touchdowns scored.
McQuillan was involved with both
Raider touchdowns. The first touchdown
of the quarter saw McQuillan with a
three-yard touchdown to bring the score
to 21-7. Just under three minutes later,
Kooima passed to McQuillan for an 83yard touchdown, bringing the Raider

lead to 28-7. The Defenders scored once
again with only two seconds left in the
half. This Defender touchdown would
only bring the score to 28-13 after a failed
PAT kick.
McQuillan’s fourth, and final,
touchdown started as an 84-yard drive
and ended with a one-yard run. The
Defenders answered the 35-13 score
with their own 70-yard touchdown
and 2-point conversion to bring the score
35-21. Senior Cade Moser, caught a pass
from Kooima for a Raider touchdown,
but Stader’s kick failed. The third quarter
ended with the Raiders up 41-21.
Dordt scored first to open the fourth
quarter, bringing the score to 41-28. The
Raiders responded with a Kooima pass
to junior Michael Storey, for a 15-yard
touchdown plus a 2-point conversion
that expanded the Raider lead 49-28.
Just under four minutes later, Kooima
passed to junior Logan Meyer, for
another Raider touchdown. Raiders
lead 56-28 at this point. With just over

PHOTO BY LYDIA RAKOW
The crowd cheering loud at kickoff as the game against the neighboring
Dordt begins.

two minutes left in the game, junior
Blake Fryar was able to find Moser
for one final touchdown to bring the
final score to 63-28.
The No. 2 Red Raiders face the No. 3

Morningside Mustangs for their second
to last regular season game and their
last home game in the biggest match-up
of the season on Nov. 6 at 1 p.m.

Raiders volleyball in five set battle on senior day
NW LOSES TO
CONCORDIA
KATIE JACOB
PUBLIC RELATIONS
On Oct. 30, the Northwestern
volleyball team who is ranked
No. 14 in the Nation, (16-9, 8-7
GPAC) fought a long, hard battle
at home against Concordia (1310, 8-7 GPAC) who is receiving
votes to be in the top 25 teams of
in the Nation. The Raiders could
not secure a win on senior day.
NW celebrated and honored
three seniors prior to the match,
libero, Emily Strasser, middle
hitter, Bekah Horstman and
defensive specialist, Natalie
Engebretson.
Freshman Alysen Dexter got
a career high and match leading
26 kills in the five-set match,
while also tallying ten digs for
the Raiders. Horstman received
a total of 16 and junior Oliva

Schaub received ten. Junior
Jadeyn Schutt totaled 32 assists
and sophomore Oliva Gransta
tallied 21 assists. Defensively,
sophomore Macay Van’t Hul
had five blocks while Strasser
had a match-high of 26 digs.
NW came into the match
ready for their senior day
home match, they took care of
business as they won the first
set against the Bulldogs 2519. The Raiders jumped out to
a 9-4 lead, which prompted
Concordia to take their first
timeout. The Bulldogs did not
give out and would battle back
to make the set 17-14. NW was
able to hold their lead and stop
the Concordia comeback and
get a 4-0 rally in their favor to
end the first set.
In the second set, there was
the most action of the match.
Concordia had the early lead
with a 7-1 advantage, and was
able to be content and coast

the rest of the set. After a NW
timeout, head coach Kyle Van
Ben Bosch’s talk to the team
gave the Raiders momentum
to get a 6-0 run to eventually
tie the match up at 8-8. As the
set continued, the Raiders 4-0
run put them in the lead 16-13,
however, the Bulldogs would
not stop there. Concordia went
on a 4-0 spurt that would tie the
set back up at 21-21. Then again
at 24-24 the Bulldogs would
take the set thanks to back-toback kills ending the set at 2624.
Despite battling hard
and dropping the second
set, NW would not let that
shake them, as they came
out in the third set swinging,
winning the third 25-17.
With an early 9-4 advantage,
it quickly changed to a 9-8
lead after Concordia had a
4-0 run, but three straight
NW points firmly gave the

PHOTO BY ZOE HEEMSTRA
NW celebrating as they fight hard in a long five set battle agaisnt the Bulldogs.

needed momentum. The
Raiders went on a 4-0 spurt
to end the set.
Unfortunately, Concordia
would take the fourth set 25-19
which gave them momentum
into the fifth where the

Bulldogs came out victorious
defeating the Raiders 15-8.
NW
concluded
their
regular season play on Nov. 2
with a win in four sets against
the Morningside Mustangs.
The Raiders prepare for the

GPAC women’s volleyball
tournament that is set for the
first round on Saturday, Nov.
6. The Raiders will be on the
road as the No. 5 to Mitchell,
SD to play against No. 4
Dakota Wesleyan Tigers.
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Children’s illustrator visits campus
DEWITT LEARNING COMMONS
HOSTS ILLUSTRATOR TO SPEAK

HAILEY LOUW
STATISTICS

Aaron Eckmann
Co-Editor/Copy Editor

It’s not often college students have the chance

Noelle Philippi

to experience learning as they did in elementary

Co-Editor

school. Many students remember the blissful days of
regular naps, scheduled snacks and hours of outdoor

Madie Harre

play. While not all of our learnings experiences can

Arts & Culture Editor

be replicated as they were so seemingly long ago,

Camber Herrig

Northwestern students now have the chance to relive

Features Editor

storytime with author Andrew Zeller and illustrator

Caleb Arnett

Duha Lee with their new story Sleep Baby Samurai,

Opinions Editor

to be read to students on Nov. 2 in the DeWitt

Katie Jacob

Learning Commons.
Zweller currently resides in Canada, so he will be

Sports Editor

Zooming in for the event. Lee, however, will be joining

Emily Berggren

readers in person. Many may know Lee through

News Editor

PHOTO BY PRATIK PATEL
Children’s illustrator, Duha Lee, came to campus for a book reading in the DeWitt Learning Commons

her husband, Dr. Han-Yen Kao of the business and
economics department. NW students and faculty

Jadeyn Veltkamp
Photo Editor

Riley Rasmussen
Advertising Manager

The editorial staff
reserves the right to edit
submissions for style,
clarity and length.
For advertising rates
and submissions, email
Advertising Manager
Riley Rasmussen at
riley.rasmussen@
nwciowa.edu.

may also know her work from the illustrations in the

book was like, Lee said, “My favorite part is visualizing

artist had illustrated a children’s book, we knew we

summer 2020 edition of the Northwestern Classic.

the story texts to illustrations, so it’s basically the whole

wanted to both celebrate a local artist and share a new

Though Sleepy Baby Samurai is Lee’s first children’s

process of making this book. I love communicating

and unique children’s book. We were hoping for any

book in the U.S., she has always been interested in art

with the author, knowing his thoughts and combining

members of the NW community who are interested

and drawing.

them with mine and creating illustrations based on the

in pursuing careers in education, art, publishing or

Lee said, “Drawing has always been an important

words. I spent a lot of time researching and practicing

marketing to attend. It’s a great opportunity to learn

part of my life. It is a way I express myself and share

how to draw the cave, redrawing it a few times because

more about the whole process of creating a book

my view of the world with others.”

I was not satisfied with the outcome. I am happy with

from idea to text to illustrations to production to

how it turned out.”

sales.”

Originally from Taiwan, she has worked on
illustrations for many children’s magazines. After

Not only were the authors excited to share their

The event took place on Nov. 2, in the Lower-Level

the debut of Sleepy Baby Samurai, she plans to open

story with the NW community, but the Learning

Children’s Library of Dewitt Learning Commons.

her own Etsy shop where she will sell customized

Commons staff was enthusiastic as well.

Lee’s work, as well as the trailer for Sleep Baby

portraits and prints.

Greta Grond said, “We love to connect the NWC

When asked what the process of illustrating the

community with books. When we saw that a local

Samurai, can be found on her website
www.duhalee.com.

NW hosts Harvest Festival for family weekend

STUDENTS ENJOY
FALL FESTIVITIES

lessons

ASHLEE SAMMONS
CHRISTIAN EDUCATION

Har vest

Festival

at

Northwestern. It started
Friday, Oct. 29, and lasted
until

Oct.

30.

From

a

movie in the chapel to
swing dancing, there was
plenty of things to do.
The Har vest Festival was
something new this year.
Friday night there was a
showing of the first lice
action Scooby-Doo movie
in the chapel.
J u n i o r, M i r i a m C a r y
went
Doo

to

the

movie

Scoobyand

said,

“It w a s a f u n t i m e an d
they even had Scooby
Snacks.

The

that

people

popcorn and canned corn.

could show off their dance

There was also puppy play

moves on Saturday night in

time for students.

the Bultman Dance Studio.

This past weekend was
the

so

numbers

may not have b een up,
but our spirits were!”
Along with the movie,
at 6 p.m. on Friday night,
there were swing dancing

On Saturday, there was

The night ended with
swing

dancing

which

a chili bash tailgate before

started at 7 p.m. with a

the football game against

swing

Dordt. In addition to chili,

to help people out if they

there

were

other

did not go to the dance

soup

options

including

lessons the night before.

many

cinnamon rolls.

The

dance

dance

instructor

instructor

Af te r t he fo ot b a l l g ame

taught a group dance and

is w he n t he f u n re a l ly

it was incorporated into

b e g an . St ar t i ng at 4 p. m.

other dances.

in

t he

are a

RSC

w as

di n ne r
Di n i ng

fou r- c ou r t

t he

w he re

Chelsea

Hofer

har ve st

said, “I really enjoyed the

Cre at ive

swinging dancing. I grew

pu l l e d

up swing dancing, so it was

s e r ve d

p ork , b e ans , p ot ato s a l a d
and pu mpk i n b ars .
After

Junior,

neat to show my friends.”
It is fun to hear the

dinner,

there

students’ feedback on the

mechanical

bull,

Har vest Festival because

an inflatable corn maze,

many people enjoyed this

pumpkin painting, carnival

new event and hope to

games, a table full of fall-

make it an annual festival.

themed snacks and a corn-

Students

eating

The

make memories thanks to

competition

ever yone who put in the

was made up of students

hard work to make the

eating

Har vest Festival possible.

was

a

corn

competition.
eating

candy

corn,

were

able

to

PHOTO COURTESY OF NW MARCOMM
Pumpkin painting was just one activity offered at the Harvest Festival this past weekend.

